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COLD TURKEY
TURKISH BUILDER VICEM YACHTS, LONG-KNOWN FOR THEIR 
COLD-MOULD WOODEN CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES ON 
SMALLER DOWN YACHTS, HAS STEPPED BOLDLY INTO THE 
COMPOSITE SUPERYACHT REALM. By Frances and Michael Howorth
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IN ANYONE’S BOOKS, THE BUILDING of the new Vicem 46-metre Vulcan was a brave move. 
Vicem had never before built a yacht of this size, or complexity. She was to be constructed entirely 
of composite by a yard that has mastered the art of cold-moulded mahogany. As if that was not 
enough, the go ahead to commence the build preceded the 2008 global financial crisis by a month 
or so. Whether this was brave or foolhardy has yet to be decided. But what cannot be argued is 
the fact that not only did Vicem build a magnificent superyacht, it also created one that is turning 
heads and becoming noticed for what has been achieved. The yacht made her debut the 2013 Fort 

Lauderdale Boat show in October. The Vulcan 
was designed by Frank Mulder, who handled 
the exterior styling and naval architecture, 
together with the Dutch-based Art Line 
creating the interiors.

Sebahattin Hafizoglu, the shipyard founder 
and now Chairman of the Board of Directors, 
chose this interior design team. He wanted 
the firm he created and built from scratch to 
enter the superyacht segment of the market 
with a serious and self-proclaimed ambition of 
making the world sit up and notice. “I want no 
compromise, I will seek out only the highest 
quality building materials and technologies 
and I will create a yacht that compares 
favourably to those build in Northern Europe 
Shipyards,” Hafizoglu said in an interview. 

Work began on what was a spec project in 
2008 and was subsequently slowed down. “In 
hindsight, that was not a good year to begin 
the construction of our first big boat project 
without an owner,” concedes Bob Reimens, 

“THE HULL AND 
SUPERSTRUCTURE WERE 

CONSTRUCTED USING 
VACUUM BAGGED EPOXY, 

QUADRAXIAL AND TRIAXIAL 
E-GLASS TOGETHER WITH 

CORECELL TO ENSURE SHE IS 
LIGHTWEIGHT, ECONOMICAL 

AND STRONG”
the Dutch-Canadian project manager brought in by Vicem to oversee 
her construction. “But to their great credit, the company never stopped 
work on her and continued throughout with a small but highly skilled 
work team.”

The hull and superstructure were constructed using vacuum 
bagged epoxy, quadraxial and triaxial E-glass together with Corecell 
to ensure she is lightweight, economical and strong. It was Mulder 
who specified Corecell and Epoxy resin for the entire structure. It 
has the best characteristics of any core material for “off gassing”, 
which ensures a finished hull and superstructure that can be painted 
any colour. The hull and superstructure are also post-cured with 
large heat blankets after lamination, giving a fair and smooth 
appearance with any colour.
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“HER SIGNATURE OPEN ATRIUM 
DESIGN PROVIDES OVER 15 METRES OF 
UNBROKEN NATURAL LIGHTING, FROM 

THE VERY TOP OF THE SUN DECK ALL 
THE WAY DOWN TO THE CABINS ON THE 

LOWER DECK”

Vicem set out to build a 46-metre semi-displacement yacht that is 
both lighter and faster than the industry standard. The end result is that 
Vulcan has a top speed of 25 knots, while maintaining high-efficiency 
cruising. Powered by twin 3,650 HP MTU engines, this 460-tonne yacht 
delivers efficient ocean-crossing range at reduced speed, with a range of 

the standard designs and are simple yet complex enough in the detail 
to maintain the visual interest. On the main deck, the saloon is an 
informal sitting area connected to the exterior deck to form an outdoor 
terrace. In that same area, there is indoor dining with an alfresco feel. 
Both spaces are designed with the same theme and the idea works well 

because it increases the living space and provides for an informal yet 
sophisticated look. The flow between the spaces gives the sensation of 
being on a yacht even larger than 46 metres.

Bleached coconut shell and basket weave wicker chairs are used 
as a contrast to rosewood and teak veneers used in the same area. 

Here, Art Line created a very light, dramatic 
look, with a repeating signature running 
through the interior bringing the interior 
and exterior interaction into a continuous 
focus. Cabins and social areas have the 
same detailing in furniture and the same 
materials, Brazilian rosewood and shades 
of white for the other materials. It is a 
combination that generates a great warmth, 
which in turn is juxtaposed to the fresh 
simplicity of the lacquers.

The fabrics and leathers have been 
selected to provide variation and imbibe 
each space with its own individuality. Wool 
and silk carpets or – in places where that 
is not practical – rosewood floors are used 
provide a warm, welcoming look with a 
wonderful feel underfoot that helps to 
relax the ambiance. The designers also 
introduced accents such as bamboo, tin 
and slices of mother-of-pearl to soften the 
design in some areas and sharpen the visual 
impact in others.

more than 4,000 nautical miles between refuelling when cruising at 12 
knots. Three decks of accommodation topped off with a massive sundeck 
give the yacht a stylish elegance that works well with her length. Six cabins 
give her the opportunity to carry 12 guests and certainly makes her easy to 
charter, which prospective owners will appreciate. 

Her signature open atrium design provides 
over 15 metres of unbroken natural lighting, 
from the very top of the sun deck all the way 
down to the cabins on the lower deck. This open 
atrium and its staircase provides an organic 
flow between levels and generates a sense of 
space and openness usually only found on much 
larger yachts.  

The main deck’s master suite uses every 
centimetre of this yacht’s beam of more than 
nine metres, and includes an office and a private 
gym fit for use by the CEO of a significant 
conglomerate. The master bathroom is a delight 
and compared to other yachts, most unusual. At 
first glance it resembles a cave, but upon entering 
it proves to be not only entertaining from a décor 
point of view but highly ergonomic and well 
laid out to make maximum use of space while 
guaranteeing the last word in luxury. A tour of 
the master bath is reason enough to want to see 
this yacht at boat shows.

Elsewhere, the social areas of the interior 
have been given a similar refreshing twist to 
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Technical Specifications – Vicem 46M Vulcan

LOA  46,08 m 

LWL 39.45 m 

Beam 9.24 m

Draught 2.30 m 

Gross Tons 460GT

Construction Fibreglass/Epoxy composite deck

Fuel Capacity 48,600 lts

Fresh Water Capacity 7,500 lts

Exterior Styling Frank Mulder

Interior Design Art Line

Certification RINA Maltese Cross Hull Mach Y Unrestricted 

Compliancy MCA LY2

Engines 2 x MTU16V 4000 M90

Maximum Speed 26 knots

Cruising Speed 22 knots

Range 4,000 nautical miles at 12 knots

Displacement (Dry) 551,155 lbs 250,000 kgs

Guest berths 12

“WOOL AND SILK CARPETS 
OR – IN PLACES WHERE 

THAT IS NOT PRACTICAL 
– ROSEWOOD FLOORS, 

ARE USED PROVIDE A 
WARM, WELCOMING LOOK 
WITH A WONDERFUL FEEL 

UNDERFOOT”

The wheelhouse always has to have functionality as the driving 
issue, and here the designers have achieved it nicely using a 
freestanding column to provide the housing for the extensive array of 
navigational equipment; it is a good example of how modern design 
is used to bring a sense of art and function in a setting of harmony 
and elegance.

Outside the wheelhouse is a cosy looking feature that just cries out 
to be tried. It is a circular shape in to which you sit as a place to escape, 
read a book or simply contemplate the world. I could not resist the 
temptation to try it out, and found it a lot more comfortable than first 
glance might suggest.

Externally, the sundeck hosts an inviting Jacuzzi and a solid, 
full-width half Bimini that shades the handsome wet bar with its tall 
stools facing forward and the BBQ area. In the sunshine, four ample 
loungers allow those who wish to praise the Sun God. Move the 
loungers out of the way in the evening and there is plenty of room to 
party on deck. 

Vicem is so pleased with the work of both Mulder and Artline that 
it is now building a 32M and a 35M to their designs. Looking at how 
successfully Vicem pulled it off with the first superyacht in the Vulcan 
line, we suspect they too will be equally impressive.
www.vicemyachts.net


